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The stress response in yeast cells is regulated by at least two classes of transcription activators—HSF and
Msn2/4, which differentially affect promoter chromatin remodeling. We demonstrate that the deletion of SNF2,
an ATPase activity-containing subunit of the chromatin remodeling SWI/SNF complex, eliminates histone
displacement, RNA polymerase II recruitment, and heat shock factor (HSF) binding at the HSP12 promoter
while delaying these processes at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters. Out of the three promoters, the double
deletion of MSN2 and MSN4 eliminates both chromatin remodeling and HSF binding only at the HSP12
promoter, suggesting that Msn2/4 activators are primary determinants of chromatin disassembly at the HSP12
promoter. Unexpectedly, during heat shock the level of Msn2/4 at the HSP12 promoter declines. This is likely
a result of promoter-targeted Msn2/4 degradation associated with transcription complex assembly. While
histone displacement kinetic profiles bear clear promoter specificity, the kinetic profiles of recovery from heat
shock for all analyzed genes display an equal or even higher nucleosome return rate, which is to some extent
delayed by the deletion of SNF2.
The stress response in yeast cells is regulated by at least two
types of transcriptional activators: heat shock factor (HSF) and
the partially redundant Msn2 and Msn4 (Msn2/4) activators (7,
19). The HSF system is highly conserved in its overall compo-
sition and function from yeast to humans (61). HSF binds to
the major groove of DNA in heat shock promoter elements
(HSEs), which are also conserved from yeast to humans (61).
The activity of HSF is regulated via several distinct pathways.
These include a monomer-trimer transition (45), phosphory-
lation, and other posttranslational modifications (30, 31, 54), as
well as repression by molecular chaperones interacting with
HSF, thus blocking their own production (45, 60) and forming
a self-regulatory loop.
The Msn2/4 system is more specific to Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae. The Msn2 and Msn4 factors recognize and bind stress
response element (STRE) sequences (44) in promoter regions
of a large array of genes partially overlapping the HSF-regu-
lated array (3, 7, 22, 46). The Msn2 factor seems to have a
more pronounced role, since mutants lacking only Msn2 have
an already distinct decrease in STRE-regulated transcription;
however, only MSN2 and MSN4 double deletions exhibit pleio-
tropic stress sensitivity (19). Under stress, Msn2/4 accumulate
in the nucleus within a few minutes (24, 32). The Msn2/4
factors are regulated by efficient and oscillatory nuclear trans-
port (32), hyperphosphorylation upon stress (21, 24), and deg-
radation associated with transcription initiation (37, 38). While
the HSF system is actively involved in chromatin remodeling
events at gene promoters, the role of the Msn2/4 system in
these processes is poorly understood.
Chromatin remodeling varies in intensity and intermediate
states between genes. The most evident and intense examples
of chromatin remodeling are the changes taking place at the
promoters of certain heat shock genes during heat induction.
Chromatin remodeling at the HSP12, HSP82, and SSA4 pro-
moters (14) surpasses in rate and intensity such canonical mod-
els as the PHO5 and Gal promoters. At the HSP82 promoter,
a noticeable two- to fourfold nucleosome diminishment is ob-
served in the first seconds of heat shock which by 8 to 16 min
can reach 15- to 20-fold (14, 65). The kinetic profiles and the
intensities of nucleosome displacement vary considerably even
between the highly related and coregulated heat shock genes,
indicating the possibility of different chromatin remodeling
mechanisms. The involvement of the SWI/SNF complex in
chromatin remodeling at the HSP82 promoter has been re-
ported previously (65), but the deletion of the SNF2 activity
has not been shown to affect nucleosome displacement. There-
fore, the function of the SWI/SNF complex at heat shock gene
promoters remains unclear.
The SWI/SNF complex is one of the major ATP-dependent
chromatin remodeling protein complexes in eukaryotic cells
directly affecting expression of a large number of genes. Con-
sequently, there has been a longstanding interest in investiga-
tions of the mechanisms of recruitment and action of this
complex. The SWI/SNF complex is composed of 12 subunits
(40, 52), with the Swi2/Snf2 subunit serving as an ATPase,
required for providing energy for disruption and/or mobiliza-
tion of nucleosomes (8, 11, 28, 36, 47). The mechanistic aspects
of SWI/SNF action in vivo are not well defined. Some early
data suggest a nontargeted mode of action determining the
accessibility of promoter cis elements for transcription activa-
tors (11, 36, 59), while more recent studies argue for the tar-
geted recruitment of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
complexes by activation domains of activators causing nucleo-
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some translocations (4, 28, 42). The prevailing point of view is
that due to the low abundance of the SWI/SNF complex in the
cell and its interaction with nucleosomal DNA without se-
quence specificity, the SWI/SNF complex needs to be targeted
prior to stimulating local nucleosome sliding or displacement
in trans.
In the present study, we compared events taking place at
three different heat shock gene promoters during the time
course of heat induction and found that the involvement of the
SWI/SNF complex in chromatin remodeling at these promot-
ers differs drastically. This involvement is exhibited in the ef-
fects caused by the inactivation of the SNF2 subunit, which
either eliminates (HSP12) or delays (HSP82 and SSA4) chro-
matin remodeling at the studied heat shock gene promoters.
While the kinetic profiles of nucleosome displacement are
promoter specific, the rate of reoccupation appears to be the
same for all promoters analyzed and is delayed to the same
degree in the SNF2 strain. Additionally we show that Msn2/4
activators, which dominate the HSP12 promoter, are likely
under the control of targeted degradation associated with tran-
scription initiation complex assembly. This regulatory mecha-
nism is likely responsible for the attenuation of transcription of
Msn2/4-regulated genes during the loss of induction stimuli.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and cultivation conditions. Strains utilized in this study are indicated
in Table 1. Strain TYE007 was constructed by substitution of the 300 to 351
HSP12 region (relative to the translation start codon) with the KanMX cassette
PCR amplified from the pUG6 plasmid (27) according to a previously described
procedure. Correct chromosomal integration was confirmed by a diagnostic PCR
using HSP12 (337 to 304) and pUG6 primers. Positions of three Msn2/4
binding sites in the HSP12 promoter are 435, 413, and 376.
S. cerevisiae strains were cultivated at 30°C to early log phase in rich yeast
extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD) broth supplemented with 0.04 mg/ml adenine.
For kinetics experiments, instantaneous upshift was achieved by rapidly mixing
equal volumes of 30°C culture with prewarmed 52°C medium and then incubat-
ing with shaking at 39°C for the times indicated. For the recovery experiments,
cultures were heat shocked for 16 min at 39°C and then ice cold medium was
added to immediately downshift the temperature to 30°C. Samples were taken at
various time intervals.
ChIP analysis. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed essen-
tially as previously described (16), with the exception that protein A magnetic
beads were used instead of protein A-Sepharose beads to precipitate antigen-
antibody complexes. Special attention was paid to the consistency of sonication
levels of cell lysates. Before immunoprecipitation, all samples were tested for the
level of DNA fragmentation, and the mean size of DNA fragments was always
500 bp. Antibodies specific for the following epitopes were used: histone H3,
total (ab1791; AbCam), on RNA polymerase II (Pol II)-YSPT[pS]PS repeat of
Pol II C-terminal domain (4H8 monoclonal antibody from Upstate Biotechnol-
ogy; this antibody recognizes both phospho- and nonphospho-Pol II according to
the manufacturer’s data); HSF (rabbit antibody raised and characterized previ-
ously [15]); Msn2 (sc-33631 and sc-15615; Santa Cruz Biotechnology); Msn4
(sc-15550; Santa Cruz Biotechnology); Myc tag (sc-40; Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy); and TAP tag (CAB1001; Open Biosystems). Immunoprecipitated DNA
samples were used for real-time PCR with Sybr green dye, and signals for
individual gene promoters were normalized against the corresponding signal
derived from the PHO5 promoter (for histone ChIPs) or the chromosome V
intergenic region (in the case of Pol II and HSF ChIPs) and to the input DNA
sample. For each DNA sample, at least three consecutive dilutions of DNA were
analyzed, making certain that the amplification rate was always optimal and the
change in amplification signal was proportional to the change in the amount of
DNA. In addition, controls without DNA were always included, making certain
that primer dimer formation was not detectable or comparable to the amplifi-
cation from experimental samples. Experiments were typically repeated three
times or more.
Primers for real-time PCRs were selected among a significant number of
primers based on PCR efficiency. Only those primer pairs that gave an amplifi-
cation rate of at least 1.9 per PCR cycle during the linear amplification and did
not produce primer dimers were used. The sequences of PCR primers used in
this study were as follows (coordinates are relative to ATG): PHO5, 214 to
192 and 20 to 48; HSP12, 304 to 279 or 337 to 304 and 82 to 107;
HSP82, 193 to 167 and 37 to 69; SSA4, 307 to 279 and 70 to 98;
chromosome V intergenic region, GCAATCAACATCTGAAGAAAAGAAAG
TAGT and CATAATCTGCTGAAAAATGGCGTAAAT.
RESULTS
In this study, we compared changes at the promoters of the
three highly inducible and coregulated heat shock genes over
the time course of induction and repression. The main meth-
odological approach we utilized was ChIP coupled with real-
time PCR. This method allows side-by-side comparison of
events taking place simultaneously at different promoters by
employing promoter-specific primers. Comparison of different
gene promoters to each other using the same DNA prepara-
tions helped us to quantitate gene-specific effects and to elim-
inate differences due to assay variability.
The SWI/SNF complex is critical for chromatin remodeling
at the HSP12 promoter, and its absence delays nucleosome
displacement at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters. The three
genes analyzed in this study, HSP12, HSP82, and SSA4, repre-
sent typical genes that are greatly induced upon heat shock.
Since all three heat shock gene promoters undergo extensive
chromatin remodeling albeit with different kinetic profiles
(14), we wanted to test if SWI/SNF, as one of the major
chromatin remodeling complexes, is involved. The results, de-
picted in Fig. 1, show that the HSP12, HSP82, and SSA4 pro-
moters exhibit an initial increase in the SNF2 level during heat
induction, followed by a decline during the attenuation period.
These results are consistent with the dynamics of chromatin
remodeling observed previously by us (14) and with the in-
TABLE 1. Yeast strains used
Strain Genotype Reference or source
FY1350 MAT leu20 lys20 ura30 43
FY1360 MAT leu21 snf2::LEU2 his3D200 ura3-52 lys2-173R2 43
FY2470 MAT ura30 lus20 leu20 his3200 trp163 SNF2-C18myc::TRP1 CHA4-flag::kanMX 43
JT670 MAT ade2-101 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3 trp1 57
JT652 MAT ade2-101 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3 msn23::HIS3 msn42::URA3 57
YSC1178-7502107 Open Biosystems
HS1004 MATa ade-can1-100 cyh2r his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3 leu::hsp82-HSE1-lacz::leu2::KanMX 51
HS1006 HS1004; ump1
TYE007 FY1350; hsp12::KanMX This study
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volvement of the SWI/SNF complex at the HSP82 promoter
(65).
To monitor chromatin remodeling events at the indicated
promoters, we used anti-H3 antibody raised against the C-
terminal region of H3 (amino acids 125 to 135). This region is
not known to be posttranslationally modified, allowing a mea-
sure of total histone H3 abundance. Utilization of this antibody
for quantification of a change in total H3 has been demon-
strated previously by others (34, 39). The results of such ex-
periments are traditionally reported as a drop (1 to 0 or 100%
to 0%) in histone content during gene activation. This form of
presentation restricts analysis of the data, since the closer the
values are to 0 the more difficult it is to see fine differences.
Therefore, we have chosen to present the results as an inverse
value, which represents the degree of histone displacement and
changes from 1 to infinity. This presentation format better
conveys fine differential chromatin remodeling and has been
utilized by us previously (14).
To confirm the involvement of the SWI/SNF complex and to
further investigate its role in the regulation of these genes, we
utilized the SNF2 strain. The deletion of this key enzymatic
activity of the SWI/SNF complex influenced the promoters in
different ways. At the HSP12 promoter, the displacement of
nucleosomes was almost entirely eliminated, while the effect of
this mutation on the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters was only a
moderate decrease in the intensity of histone displacement
and, more obviously, a delay in reaching the maximum histone
loss (Fig. 2).
Deletion of SNF2 eliminates HSF binding and Pol II recruit-
ment at the HSP12 promoter while delaying these processes at
the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters. In the next set of experiments,
we utilized antibodies against RNA Pol II that recognize both
phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms of the Pol II C-
terminal domain. Our ChIPs therefore are able to provide
information about transcription initiation events at specific
promoters. This approach has the advantage of not having to
deal with cross-reactivity issues of probes in canonical North-
ern blot experiments or reverse transcription-PCR and not
having to deal with the specific mRNA half-life. The restriction
of this approach is that it does not necessarily give a measure
of completed transcription but rather is a measure of the tran-
scription initiation complex assembly.
Since nucleosome displacement is not necessarily associated
with nucleosome removal from the whole promoter during
transcription initiation (34), chromatin remodeling observed at
the three promoters may or may not correlate with Pol II
loading. However, our ChIPs performed with anti-Pol II anti-
body (Fig. 3A) indicated that for both the wild-type (WT) and
SNF2 strains, there was a good correlation between Pol II
loading and the histone H3 loss profiles. Notably, the SNF2
strain showed no Pol II loading at the HSP12 promoter, and
both the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters revealed a delay in max-
FIG. 1. Kinetics of SNF2 recruitment to heat shock gene promoters. ChIPs were performed using an antibody that recognizes the Myc epitope
on SNF2 (S. cerevisiae strain FY2470). The promoter analyzed is indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. y axis, abundance of Myc-tagged
SNF2; x axis, time after heat shock (0 to 64 min). All real-time PCR values were normalized relative to the input and to the background values
of the intergenic region of chromosome V. Values represent means  standard deviations (n  3).
FIG. 2. Chromatin remodeling is eliminated at the HSP12 promoter and delayed at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters in the strain lacking SNF2.
ChIPs using an antibody raised against the C terminus of histone H3 were performed with the SNF2 (FY1360) or isogenic WT strain (FY1350).
The promoter analyzed is indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. y axis, n-fold displacement of histone H3; x axis, time after heat shock
(0 to 64 min). All real-time PCR values were normalized relative to the input and to the signal from the PHO5 promoter, which is known to contain
positioned nucleosomes that do not change during heat shock (16). Values represent means  standard deviations (n  3). Note: displacement
value is an inverse value of abundance.
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imum Pol II loading. These results are consistent with the
histone displacement profiles (Fig. 2), suggesting that at least
for the three promoters tested, histone displacement is a pre-
requisite for the initiation of transcription or at least for the
initiation of complex assembly.
The master regulator for heat shock genes is the HSF, al-
though other transcription factors, such as Msn2/4, are known
to be involved in regulation of some heat shock genes, includ-
ing HSP12 (3, 7). Although involvement of the SWI/SNF com-
plex in regulation of heat shock genes has previously been
suggested, a mechanistic role for this coactivator in chromatin
remodeling is not clear, since the deletion of SNF2 does not
have a significant effect on the HSP82 chromatin remodeling
(65). Our previous results (14) indicate that the deletion of
both activation domains in HSF drastically affects chromatin
remodeling at the HSP12 promoter, indicating a significant
role for HSF in HSP12 regulation. In the following experi-
ments, we wanted to test if the deletion of SNF2 has any effect
on regulation of HSP12 by HSF. Utilization of antibody raised
against HSF in ChIPs (Fig. 3B) revealed that the deletion of
SNF2 abolished HSF binding to the HSP12 promoter. The
effect of this deletion on the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters was
a delay of maximal HSF binding. Most importantly, both of the
latter promoters have significant HSF binding before heat
shock (5- to 10-fold above the background level as indicated
for the zero time point in Fig. 3B). Since HSF cannot bind to
the HSE DNA sequence within the nucleosome (56) and chro-
matin failed to be remodeled in the SNF2 strain at the HSP12
promoter (Fig. 2), it seems plausible to suggest that HSF bind-
ing at the HSP12 promoter requires preliminary action by the
SWI/SNF complex. It is also possible that SWI/SNF might be
initially recruited by Msn2/4 at the HSP12 promoter.
Msn2/4 are required for HSF binding and chromatin re-
modeling at the HSP12 promoter. While it is known that the
transcription of certain heat shock genes is under dual regu-
lation of HSF and Msn2/4 systems (3, 7), the input of each
activator in chromatin remodeling is not clear. To address this
issue, we performed histone H3 ChIPs with a strain bearing a
double deletion of Msn2 and Msn4 and compared the results
to those for the isogenic WT strain (Fig. 4). These experiments
revealed that there is no significant effect of the Msn2/4
deletion on nucleosome displacement at the HSP82 and SSA4
promoters. However, histone H3 displacement at the HSP12
promoter is eliminated. These data suggest that Msn2/4 acti-
vators play a critical role in chromatin remodeling events at the
HSP12 promoter but not at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters,
which is consistent with previously published expression data
for these genes (7) and with the lack of a change in the levels
of the HSP82 and SSA4 mRNA in the Msn2 Msn4 strain
(57). Considering the dynamic recruitment of HSF to the
HSP12 promoter (Fig. 3B) and our previously published data
indicating strong effects of the deletion of HSF activation do-
mains on chromatin remodeling events at the HSP12 promoter
(14), we conclude that HSF and Msn2/4 cooperate in promot-
FIG. 3. Deletion of SNF2 eliminates HSF binding and Pol II recruitment at the HSP12 promoter while delaying these processes at the HSP82
and SSA4 promoters. (A) ChIPs utilizing antibody against Pol II, performed with the SNF2 or isogenic WT strain. The promoter analyzed is
indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. y axis, abundance of Pol II; x axis, time after heat shock (0 to 64 min). All real-time PCR values
were normalized relative to the input and to the background values of the intergenic region of chromosome V. Values represent means standard
deviations (n  3). (B) Same as panel A except that the antibody utilized was against HSF.
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ing nucleosome displacement at this promoter. However, it is
not clear which activator plays the primary role in chromatin
remodeling events.
Comparison of the results of HSF ChIPs for the WT and
MSN2 MSN4 strains reveals that the MSN2 and MSN4
double deletion eliminates HSF binding to the HSP12 pro-
moter (Fig. 5), while it has no significant effect on the binding
of HSF to the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters. This is consistent
with the critical role Msn2/4 play in regulation of HSP12 ex-
pression (3, 7). Our results for HSF ChIPs lead to the conclu-
sion that HSF plays a primary role in chromatin remodeling at
the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters while the Msn2/4 activators
are the primary factors facilitating HSF binding at the HSP12
promoter.
To investigate if Msn2/4 action at the HSP12 promoter is
SWI/SNF dependent, we performed ChIPs using anti-Msn2
antibody in the heat shock time course format using WT and
SNF2 strains (Fig. 6). Unexpectedly, we found that in the WT
strain, the Msn2 level at the HSP12 promoter declined below
the background level starting at the fourth minute of heat
shock, reached a minimal level at 16 min, and recovered to
some degree during the attenuation phase at 32 and 64 min.
We were profoundly perplexed by these results and repeated
the experiments with the WT strain, using antibody raised
against a different epitope of Msn2 or against Msn4. In another
modification, a yeast strain with TAP-tagged Msn2 and anti-
TAP-tag antibody (see Materials and Methods) were utilized
for ChIPs. Consistently in each case, we obtained results (data
not shown) similar to those shown in Fig. 6, namely, that the
level of Msn2 at the HSP12 promoter declined during heat
shock. Changing normalization to the signal from the chromo-
some V intergenic region (see Materials and Methods) or to
the signal from the PHO5 coding region, neither of which has
any accidental Msn2/4 STRE sequence, also did not change
the outcome. Our conclusion is that the level of Msn2/4 at the
HSP12 promoter indeed decreases during heat shock. The
Msn2/4 factors are known to be proteolytically degraded in
the nucleus in a heat shock-dependent manner (6, 37, 38). More-
over, this degradation seems to occur specifically in the nucleus
upon binding to the DNA and is dependent on Srb10 (38) and
Gal11 (38), which both are components of the transcription
initiation complex. These data might explain our results and
will be considered in more detail in the Discussion.
Msn2 loss at the HSP12 promoter depends on transcription
initiation complex assembly. To test if Msn2 proteolysis is
involved in regulation of the HSP12 promoter, we performed
FIG. 4. MSN2/4 are critical for chromatin remodeling at the HSP12 promoter. ChIPs using antibody against the C terminus of histone H3 were
performed with the MSN2/4 or isogenic WT strain. The analyzed promoter is indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. The axis designation
is the same as in Fig. 2.
FIG. 5. MSN2/4 deletion prevents HSF from binding to the HSP12 promoter. ChIPs using antibody against HSF performed in the MSN2/4
or isogenic WT strain. The promoter analyzed is indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. The axis designation is the same as in Fig. 3B.
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the Msn2 ChIPs with the ump1 mutant strain isolated previ-
ously by the D. S. Gross group during the genetic screen for
mutations affecting expression of HSP genes. Ump1 is a pro-
teasome assembly component, and its inactivation leads to a
deficiency in proteasome function (49). Our data (Fig. 6) in-
dicate that mutation of ump1 diminishes the decline in the
Msn2 abundance during the time course of heat shock in com-
parison to results for the WT strain. These data suggest that
indeed Msn2 proteolysis might be involved in HSP12 promoter
regulation.
To address the possibility of association of Msn2 loss at the
HSP12 promoter with transcription initiation, we constructed a
strain where the entire HSP12 core promoter, including the
TATA box but not the upstream activation sequence (UAS)
encompassing the Msn2/4 binding sites, was replaced with the
KanMX cassette, thus significantly decreasing the possibility of
transcription initiation complex assembly. The results of Msn2
ChIPs with this strain (Fig. 6, hsp12 TATA) indicate that
indeed the effect of Msn2 loss was significantly abolished.
Moreover, during the fourth minute of heat shock, which co-
incides with the beginning of chromatin remodeling and Pol II
recruitment to the HSP12 promoter (Fig. 2 and 3A), we ob-
served minor increase in Msn2 abundance. These results sug-
gest an association of the Msn2 loss at the HSP12 promoter
with transcription initiation. The minor decline of the Msn2
abundance after 32 and 64 min of heat shock we attribute to
the possibility of promiscuous transcription mediated by the
degenerate TATA box sequences in proximity to the Msn2
UAS. The possibility and the relative effectiveness of such
promiscuous transcription initiation were demonstrated re-
cently in experiments, when yeast Gal4 UAS was artificially
distanced from the core promoter elements (13).
Since we observed strong SNF2 dependence of HSP12 pro-
moter regulation (Fig. 2, 3, and 4), we wanted to test if Msn2
loss, at least at this promoter, is SWI/SNF dependent. Impor-
tantly, the SNF2 deletion eliminated the heat shock-dependent
loss of Msn2 at the HSP12 promoter (Fig. 6). This experiment
suggests that similar to HSF (Fig. 3B), Msn2/4 might require
prior action of the SWI/SNF complex.
The rates of reoccupation of HSP promoters with nucleo-
somes during recovery from heat shock are the same for all
three promoters and are delayed in the SNF2 strain. The
results described above all show clear gene-specific character-
istics. This can be understood when it is considered that the
SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex is recruited to pro-
moters by different combinations of promoter-specific cis- and
trans-acting factors. Therefore, we next wanted to test if the
kinetics of recovery from heat shock for the analyzed promot-
ers also have gene-specific characteristics. If SWI/SNF is re-
cruited by different factors or combinations of those factors,
then the retention of the SWI/SNF complex during heat shock
and release during the return to normal temperature may also
be promoter specific. Surprisingly, all three promoters in the
WT strain exhibited similar profiles associated with histone
return during recovery from heat shock (Fig. 7). Notably, the
return of nucleosomes at all three promoters started immedi-
ately after the shift of the temperature to normal and was
completed in 4 to 8 min, which is similar to or even greater
than the rate of histone displacement during heat shock. The
rapid and equivalent rate of histone return at all three pro-
moters suggests that the return of nucleosomes is not directed
by promoter elements and trans-acting factors but rather is
determined by the general translocation rate of nucleosomes.
Analysis of the SNF2 strain revealed more promoter-spe-
cific effects. The HSP12 promoter showed no chromatin
changes during the time course of heat shock, consistent with
strong dependence of chromatin remodeling at this promoter
on SWI/SNF (Fig. 2). The HSP82 and SSA4 promoters exhibit
return rates similar to each other, with a delay in nucleosome
return. This delay is evident considering the significantly lower
change in histone H3 displacement values in the first 30 s of
recovery kinetics for the SNF2 strain than for the WT strain
(Fig. 7B) and persistently higher H3 displacement values for
the SNF2 strain than for the WT. These data indicate a delay
of nucleosome return in the SNF2 strain and might be a
result of direct or indirect action of the SWI/SNF complex,
which will be discussed below.
FIG. 6. Msn2 abundance at the HSP12 promoter during heat shock
depends on Snf2, proteasome assembly component Ump1, and intact-
ness of core promoter elements. ChIPs using antibody against yeast
Msn2 were performed with the WT, ump1, hsp12TATA, or DSNF2
strain. y axis, Msn2 abundance relative to the PHO5 promoter. x axis,
time after heat shock (0 to 64 min).
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We extended further the analysis of recovery kinetics and
asked whether there is any correlation between retention of
activators and RNA polymerase occupation of the promoters.
Figure 8 indicates that there was a fast drop in the occupation
levels of HSF at all three promoters in the first seconds after
the temperature downshift. In fact, for the HSP12 and HSP82
promoters, the non-heat-shock level of HSF abundance was
restored in the first seconds. The comparison of these recovery
kinetics with the Pol II abundance levels indicates that Pol II
was delayed in its restoration to the non-heat-shock level, cor-
relating more with the kinetics of histone reoccupation of pro-
moters (Fig. 7A, WT).
DISCUSSION
In this study we have investigated three highly inducible heat
shock gene promoters which all display an extremely rapid and
significant loss of histones upon heat induction. All three pro-
moters exhibit a similar degree of SWI/SNF complex recruit-
ment during heat shock in the WT strain (Fig. 1). Despite these
similarities, there is a notable difference in the effect of inac-
tivation of SNF2, the major enzymatic subunit of this chroma-
tin remodeling complex. While SNF2 inactivation causes a
minor delay and a decrease of intensity in chromatin remod-
eling for the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters, the effect on the
HSP12 promoter is the elimination of chromatin remodeling
and Pol II recruitment. To better understand this phenome-
non, we need to consider the composition of the cis-acting
elements in these promoters and the actions of regulatory
factors involved.
Interaction of HSF with perfect and mismatched HSEs in
context of chromatin. All three promoters are regulated to
some degree by HSF, which binds to HSE sequences in the
promoter. A typical HSE contains three or more sequential
inverted repeats of the sequence nGAAn. This consensus se-
quence is rarely preserved in natural promoters. Currently
HSEs are separated into three groups: perfect, gapped, and
stepped. A perfect HSE has all three inverted repeats in
a contiguous array (nTTCnnGAAnnTTC) (2, 48, 62, 63).
Gapped HSEs have two consecutive inverted sequences, with
the third sequence separated by 5 bp (50). Stepped HSEs have
5-bp gaps separating all three modules (64). The HSP12 pro-
FIG. 7. The rate of reoccupation of HSP promoters with nucleosomes during recovery from heat shock is the same for all three promoters and
is delayed in the SNF2 strain. (A) ChIPs using antibody against the C terminus of histone H3 were performed with the SNF2 or isogenic WT
strain. The promoter analyzed is indicated in each panel. y axis, n-fold displacement of histone H3. For the x axis, the first value is for the initial
30°C culture, the second value is for the culture incubated for 16 min at 39°C, and the following time points (0.5 to 64 min) are after a downshift
of the temperature from 39°C to 30°C. All real-time PCR values were normalized relative to the input and to the signal from the PHO5 promoter,
similar to results in Fig. 2. (B) Superimposure of data from panel A for WT and SNF2 strains is shown.
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moter has a stepped HSE with one mismatched nucleotide,
while the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters both have a perfect
match to the gapped HSE consensus and additional adjacent
HSE sequences of gapped and/or stepped nature with some
mismatches (5, 18). In the HSP82 promoter, this mismatched
region has the designation HSE2/3 (17, 18), while it has no
designation in SSA4. The HSEs with deviations from the con-
sensus are known to be bound by HSF in an inducible manner
(17, 23, 29) and require the cooperative action of other acti-
vators (3; for a recent review, see reference 58), while perfect
and stepped HSEs without mismatches are usually constitu-
tively occupied in yeast by HSF (26, 33, 53). These observations
are consistent with our results regarding the HSF occupancy of
these promoters (Fig. 6). Normalized to the background signal
from the PHO5 promoter in the WT strain, HSF does not
exhibit any occupation of the HSP12 promoter before heat
shock, while both the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters show a
seven- to eightfold enrichment (14; this report) (Fig. 3B, 0-min
time point). Upon heat shock, all three promoters show a
gradual increase of HSF occupation, consistent with the induc-
ible mode of HSF binding to the mismatched HSE sequences
present in all three promoters. These data are also consistent
with genomic footprinting results, which indicate that the
HSE2/3 region of the HSP82 promoter is bound by HSF in an
inducible manner (17, 23).
Since HSF cannot bind to any HSE sequence if DNA is
incorporated into a nucleosome (56; our unpublished data)
and there is no histone displacement at the HSP12 promoter in
the SNF2 strain, it seems plausible to suggest that HSF re-
quires preliminary action of the SWI/SNF complex. Such a
requirement has recently been demonstrated at the PHO5 pro-
moter during conditions of lower activator nuclear localization
and higher nucleosome occupancy (12). It is also possible that
SWI/SNF might initially be recruited by Msn2/4 activators.
This assumption is supported by our current results showing
that there is no HSF binding and no chromatin remodeling at
the HSP12 promoter in the Msn2/4 strain.
Function of Msn2/4. To elucidate the role of the Msn2/4
activators in chromatin remodeling at the HSP12 promoter, we
need to consider the anomalous behavior of Msn2/4 at the
HSP12 promoter, exhibited by the decline in Msn2 abundance
during heat shock (Fig. 6). The Msn2/4 activators are known to
interact with their target sequences in promoters in an induc-
ible manner, translocating from the cytoplasm to the nucleus in
a matter of minutes (24, 25, 32). There have also been several
reports indicating a tight association between Msn2 degrada-
tion and transcriptional induction caused by this activator. This
association fits well with the “black widow” model of transcrip-
tion activation, whereby, to prevent unnecessary continuation
of transcription, the transcription activator is destroyed specif-
ically at the promoter right after initiation of transcription (10,
55). The degradation rate of the Msn2 activator is significantly
increased upon heat shock. Moreover, it has been demon-
strated that heat shock-induced Msn2 degradation occurs in
the nucleus, depends on DNA binding (38), and is influenced
by Gal11 (37) and Srb10 (6, 9, 38), both of which are compo-
nents of Mediator complex. Considering that heat shock causes
a significant increase in the total Msn2 degradation and con-
sidering indications that this degradation is regulated by com-
ponents of the transcription initiation complex, it is logical to
assume that the Msn2 degradation rate at cognate promoters is
significantly higher than the total Msn2 degradation rate. Tar-
geting Msn2 degradation to the cognate promoters might be
the reason of the heat shock-induced decline in Msn2 abun-
dance at the HSP12 promoter observed in this study (Fig. 6
WT). Importantly, this effect is eliminated by the SNF2 dele-
tion, which also abolishes Pol II recruitment at the HSP12
promoter (Fig. 3A) and presumably transcription initiation
complex assembly. The involvement of Msn2/4 degradation in
regulation of the HSP12 promoter is also supported by our
FIG. 8. HSF leaves promoters faster than Pol II. The heat shock recovery experiments were done essentially as described for Fig. 7. ChIPs using
antibody against HSF and Pol II were performed with the WT strain.
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data indicating that the decline of Msn2 abundance is signifi-
cantly diminished in the strain bearing the ump1 mutation,
which impairs function of the proteasome. The association of
Msn2 loss at the HSP12 promoter with transcription initiation
complex assembly is farther supported by our experiments
utilizing a strain in which HSP12 core promoter elements are
eliminated by replacing them with the KanMX cassette. In this
situation (Fig. 6, hsp12TATA), Msn2 loss during heat shock is
significantly reduced. The remaining loss of Msn2 might be
associated with promiscuous transcription, which, as demon-
strated recently (13), is relatively efficiently initiated near UAS
regions even in the absence of a canonical TATA box and
other promoter elements.
In addition to suggesting a connection between Msn2 tran-
scription activation and Msn2 stability, our data indicate that
similar to the case with HSF, the Msn2/4-dependent activation
at the HSP12 promoter is SWI/SNF dependent. Moreover,
considering that the level of Msn2 abundance at the HSP12
promoter before heat shock is indistinguishable from the back-
ground level measured at the PHO5 promoter or the intergenic
region of chromosome V, our data suggest that there is very
little if any Msn2/4 present at the HSP12 promoter before heat
shock. This is consistent with previously published data indi-
cating that the Msn2/4 activators interact with their target
sequences in promoters in an inducible manner, translocating
from the cytoplasm to the nucleus in a matter of minutes (24,
25, 32). There have been no reports regarding the ability of
Msn2/4 activators to bind to nucleosomal DNA, but our data
(Fig. 6) suggest that Msn2/4 activators are highly SWI/SNF
dependent.
Function of SWI/SNF complex. In our attempt to under-
stand the differential requirement of the SWI/SNF complex for
chromatin remodeling between the HSP12 promoter on one
hand and the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters on the other, we
consider two possibilities. First, it is possible that there is a
difference in the abilities to recruit the SWI/SNF complex of
two different activators: Msn2/4, which plays a dominant role in
HSP12 regulation, and HSF, which plays a dominant role in
HSP82 and SSA4 regulation. The second possibility is that the
SWI/SNF complex paves the way for both activators at all three
promoters, but at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters HSF is
already prebound and the SWI/SNF action is not as critical.
Our preliminary data argue against the first explanation,
because the inactivation of the SWI/SNF complex abolishes
the Msn2/4 loss at the HSP12 promoter (Fig. 6) and because
Snf2 is recruited to all three promoters equally during heat
shock (Fig. 1) despite differences in HSF or Msn2/4 domina-
tion. We favor the alternative explanation, which considers a
possibility of SWI/SNF affecting directly or indirectly the gen-
eral translocation rate of nucleosomes at least in the context of
the heat shock promoters studied here. In this consideration,
the dynamic translocation of nucleosomes may create a win-
dow of opportunity for activators to bind to the cognate cis-
acting promoter element sequences. At the HSP82 and SSA4
promoters, prebound HSF facilitates additional binding to the
mismatched HSE consensus regions, while at the HSP12 pro-
moter, there is no such preexisting platform and SWI/SNF
action is more important. Although we favor this explanation,
formally we cannot exclude the possibility of direct recruitment
of SWI/SNF complex by Msn2/4 activators, because the pres-
ence of the Msn2 activator at the HSP12 promoter is very
transient. This dynamic situation makes it difficult to establish
the sequence of actions between Msn2/4 and the SWI/SNF
complex.
The assumption regarding the possibility of the SWI/SNF
complex affecting the general mobility of the nucleosomes
mentioned above is supported by our recovery experiments.
While histone displacement is clearly directed by the cooper-
ative action of activators and coactivators, the return of nu-
cleosomes is likely a result of general nucleosome dynamics,
since there are no factors identified that specifically attract
nucleosomes back to the naked DNA promoter regions. A
novel implication of our results is the indication that the rate of
nucleosome return is equal to or higher than the rate of nu-
cleosome displacement, at least at the three analyzed heat
shock gene promoters. Also, we have demonstrated that the
histone displacement at the HSP82 and SSA4 promoters in
the SNF2 strain (Fig. 2) is delayed to the same extent as the
return during the recovery (Fig. 7). We have been unable to
make a similar conclusion regarding the HSP12 promoter, sim-
ply because chromatin remodeling is practically eliminated at
this promoter when SNF2 is deleted.
The relatively small but reproducible effect of SNF2 deletion
on the return rate of nucleosomes at the HSP82 and SSA4
promoters can be explained by considering at least two possi-
bilities. First, there are a significant number of ATP-dependent
chromatin remodeling complexes operating in the cell, and
their activities often overlap. These protein complexes are di-
vided (20) into families by homology of their protein subunits:
the SWI/SNF family (SWI/SNF and RSC), the ISWI family
(ISWI1 and ISWI2), the CHD family (Chd1), and the INO80
family (INO80 and SWR1). This redundancy is important,
considering the vital necessity of chromatin remodeling for
proper gene expression, and may be behind the weak effect of
the SNF2 deletion that we observe for the HSP82 and SSA4
promoters. A second possibility is that nucleosome reassembly
is a multistep process which may involve ATP-dependent chro-
matin changes, histone modifications, histone chaperone-as-
sisted assembly/disassembly steps and others, and the impair-
ment of SWI/SNF complex function affects a step which is not
rate limiting. The redundancy and multistep nature of nucleo-
some dynamics become more obvious considering recent pub-
lications indicating functional interactions of the SWI/SNF and
ISW1 complexes in expression of GAL genes (35) and the
important function that ISW1 activity plays in repression of
stress-induced genes, including HSP12 (41).
Another interesting observation from the recovery experi-
ments is that the dynamics of Pol II retention at the HSP82 and
SSA4 promoters during the recovery after the abrupt downshift
of the temperature to normal (Fig. 8) is correlated with the
dynamics of the histone reoccupation and not with the change
in HSF abundance. In fact, HSF leaves promoters faster than
Pol II, while profiles of histone reoccupation and Pol II depar-
ture parallel each other (Fig. 7 and 8). That observation sig-
nifies a greater importance of a nucleosome-free environment
for Pol II than a direct role of recruitment by the activator.
This situation is similar to the one described recently for the
PHO5 promoter in the absence of the Spt6 histone chaperone,
when restoration of promoter chromatin structure and shut-
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down of the promoter but not the departure of the Pho4
activator were abolished (1).
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